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A Rare Case of Cutaneous Gamma Delta T-Cell Lymphoma
With Complete Body Involvement
Rahul Anila, d, e, Sana Groverb, d, Adarsh Hiremathc, d

Abstract
A 57-year-old female presented to the emergency department of our
hospital with painful skin lesions since 3 months. On examination, ulcerating tumors and plaques occupied 100% of her body and enlarged
firm left axillary lymph nodes were present. On imaging, PET scan
revealed hypermetabolic cutaneous lesion, and hyperactive B/L axillary, inguinal and intra-parotid lymph nodes. Punch biopsy from right
medial thigh skin lesion showed phenomenon of epidermotropism.
PCR studies showed strong expression of TCR gamma by atypical
cells. FNAC of axillary lymph node and bone marrow biopsy was
negative. Based on histo-immunological evidence and dermatologist
input, the diagnosis of cytotoxic cutaneous gamma delta T-cell lymphoma (CGDTCL) was made. Patient received five cycles of total
skin electron beam therapy. Contrary to the present literature that suggests that cutaneous gamma delta T-cell lymphomas are resistant to
chemotherapy and radiation, our patient responded very well to total
skin electron beam radiation therapy. The tumors on her body flattened with complete resolution of pain and pruritis. This case report
summarizes the unusual presentation of CGDTCL and response to
treatment.
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Introduction
Cytotoxic cutaneous gamma delta T-cell lymphoma (CGDTCL) is a rare aggressive tumor that has recently been identified
as a separate entity in WHO 2008 classification [1]. It involves
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cases which were previously categorized as subcutaneous panniculitis like T-cell lymphoma with gamma delta T-cell phenotype. Gamma delta T-cell lymphomas have been separated
from alpha beta phenotype on the basis of carrying a poorer
prognosis, decreased survival, more occurrence of necrotization, ulceration and association with hemophagocytic syndrome [2, 3]. There have been a few case reports of CGDTCL,
and according to literature, CGDTCL has been seen to commonly involve the extremities, but to our knowledge, this is the
first case with such extensive involvement of the body involving scalp, head and toes with ulcero-necrotic nodules. The rate
of spread of lesion in our case from a single bump on cheek
to whole body involvement in just 3 months points towards an
aggressive course. Therefore, a rare case of CGDTCL presenting with widespread ulcero-necrotic lesions involving whole
body with atypical cells expressing only CD4 positivity, responded very well to radiation therapy, that contradicts typical
presentation and behavior.

Case Report
A 57-year-old African American female presented to the emergency department of our hospital with painful skin lesions
since 3 months. She reported that it started as a spot which was
a red bump with a white center on her left cheek 3 months ago
and then progressed to pruritic, painful and ulcerative lesions
all over her body, including scalp, palms and soles. The lesions
remained persistent throughout 3 months. On examination,
the patient had tender, red purple nodules, some crusted and
few ulcerating with fouls smelling discharge all over her body,
including scalp, palms and soles. She also had a large ulcer
on her left cheek, with rolled borders and purulent discharge.
Lymph nodes of left axillary region were firm and enlarged.
There was no hepatosplenomegaly. Rest of the physical examination was unremarkable.
CT scan of chest and abdomen showed non-specific B/L
pleural effusion without any malignant internal organ involvement. Whereas PET scan revealed innumerable hypermetabolic cutaneous lesions consistent with her presentation and hyperactive B/L axillary, inguinal and intra-parotid lymph nodes.
FNAC of axillary lymph nodes and biopsy of bone marrow
were negative for lymphoma or any other malignancy. Histopathology of biopsied skin lesion showed proliferation of large
lymphocytes with irregular nuclei, demonstrating a phenomenon called epidermotropism (Fig. 1). Immunophenotyping
study on paraffin sections showed strong expression of CD3
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Figure 2. Skin biopsy specimen shows dermal infiltrate consisting
mainly of CD3 positive cells on immunophenotyping.

Figure 1. Skin biopsy specimen under higher power of magnification of
large, atypical lymphocytes demonstrating epidermotropism (hematoxylin-eosin, magnification, × 40).

(Fig. 2) with weak and focal expression of CD4+ by the atypical cells (Fig. 3). CD8+ is expressed by scattered lymphocytes
with loss of CD7. Expression of both perforin and granzyme
indicates cytotoxic phenotype. No significant expression of
CD25 was seen. PCR studies showed strong expression of
TCR gamma by atypical cells (Fig. 4) and small lymphocytes
expressed TCR beta. Flow cytometry showed minute atypical
CD8+ T cells of uncertain significance. Complete blood count
showed normal leukocyte and RBC count with no eosinophilia. EBV, HTCL, HIV, and HSV tests were all negative.
Patient was treated with ciprofloxacin and metronidazole
IV for 14 days, and minocycline for a month. Wound care was
done with normal saline, dilute hibiclens wash twice daily
and 1% silverdene ointment. Total skin electron beam therapy
(TSEBT), a definitive dose of 36 Gy, was given. Throughout
her hospitalization, the patient’s condition was stable and improved by above therapy. Patient responded very well to radiation therapy and in remission now. Later, stem cell transplant
team has made the recommendations for stem cell transplant.

Discussion
CGDTCL is an extremely rare lymphoma. It comprises of only
1% of primary cutaneous lymphomas and has finally been incorporated as a definitive disease entity in the latest WHO clas-

sification of lymphomas [1, 4]. CGDTCL presents with deeply
embedded plaques, patches, nodules often with ulceration and
necrosis in adults with equal distribution in both sex, commonly involving the extremities [2-5]. There can also be involvement of mucosal and other extra nodal sites, but involvement
of lymph nodes, spleen and bone marrow is uncommon [6].
Presence of such clinical features without previous history of
lesions, suggestive of mycosis fungoides should arouse suspicion of CGDTCL. Previous case reports of involvement of
brain and lungs have shown aggressive clinical course [7-9],
but to our knowledge, there has been no case reported of such
widespread skin lesions involving whole body, without any internal organ involvement.
CGDTCL has varied histological presentations including
epidermotropic, dermal and subcutaneous. There is often more
than one histological pattern present in different biopsy specimen from the same patient or sometime within a single biopsy
specimen [3, 10]. Histology may reveal proliferation of small,
medium or large pleomorphic lymphocytes and can be associated with intra-epidermal vesiculation, necrosis, angiocentricity and angiodestruction [11]. Immunophenotypically, the
tumor cells express CD3, CD2, CD56 (NK cell marker) with
or without CD7 and strong expression of cytotoxic proteins
(T cell intracellular antigen, granzyme, perforin). The cells
are beta F1-ve, lack CD4+ and CD8+, though CD8+ may be
expressed in some cases [3, 12]. Our patient had CGDTCL
with a rare phenotype of atypical cells positive for CD4+. In
frozen sections, the tumor cells are strongly positive for TCR
delta. Absence of beta F1 may be used to infer the origin of a
gamma delta, if paraffin sections are available [5, 13]. Genetic
clonal rearrangement occurs for TCR gamma gene which can
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Figure 3. Skin biopsy specimen shows weak CD4 expression by atypical cells on immunophenotyping.

be confirmed with PCR.
CGDTCL is a belligerent disease which is resistant to treatment with multi-agent chemotherapy and radiation [3, 5, 6]. A
study by Jorge et al concluded that 33 (n = 104) patients who
tested positive for CGDTCL showed decreased survival when
CGDTCL histologically involves the subcutaneous fat in comparison to only epidermal/dermal involvement (P < 0.0001) [3,
11]. Results of patients treated with systemic chemotherapy
were disappointing. Allogenic stem cell transplantation is the
ultimate treatment option for such highly aggressive and lethal
lymphoma by literature [14]. Incongruous to results of previous studies in literature, our patient was treated with TSEBT
and responded very well. After radiation, her lesions were resolved and in remission now.
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Figure 4. Skin biopsy specimen shows strong TCR gamma expression
by atypical lymphocytes on immunophenotyping.
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